between h£bertists and dantonists
"It is not enough for him to be Master, he wants to
be God!"
"There still are men capable of acting Brutus!"
He, as yet unconscious of all this, walked head erect,
feeling he had been faithful to a great trust. If he
thought of the blood the Revolution had cost, he felt
convinced that the guilt redounded upon those who
had oppressed the people, or had wilfully placed them-
selves in the way of its legitimate aspirations. Little did
he imagine that he himself was to be accused of this,
that when his headless body would be lying in quick-
lime, Barere was to mount the tribune at the Conven-
tion, and speaking in the name of the ultra-terrorists
who took the initiative in overthrowing Robespierre,
was to say that he had died because he had "tried to
stop the terrible, majestic course of the Revolution".
On the Champ-de-Mars, where once had stood the
Altar of the Fatherland, there had been heaped up a
great, symbolical mountain, shaded by a tree of liberty.
The deputies, headed by Robespierre, ascended the
mountain, around which ranged themselves in solid
phalanx what in the literature of the day are referred to
as "adolescents", each with a sword at his thigh. On
either side were grouped thousands of musicians and
choristers. A vast multitude was all around.
Clouds of incense ascended. A trumpeter, perched
upon a column, blew a starting signal, and there rose
towards heaven the hymn Chenier had written for the
occasion and Gossec had set to music. A hundred
thousand voices took up the chant, trumpets blared,
the bells of the city started clamouring, cannon boomed,
the boys drew their swords and raised them aloft, girls
flung handfols of flowers high into the air. ... At the
summit of it all stood the little lawyer from Arras, and
closed his eyes, and perhaps thought what he had said
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